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INTRODUCTION

The article is based on research conducted by the Maritime 
Institute in Gdańsk  as part of the BSR Program 2014–2020 
Green Cruise Port project. The paper focuses on the economic 
and environmental importance of port dues and incentives 
currently used in the Baltic Sea Region with recommendations 
for the future, a presentation of the most crucial and innovati-
ve green solutions and providing the best practices from other 
areas.  Due to its nature, the cruise industry requires more cu-
stomized solutions in terms of environmentally-based port 
dues and incentives. The cruise industry needs to develop wi-
der-scale incentives to meet shipping emission standards and 
attract cruise operators. These solutions should be populari-
zed within all parties, with larger financial benefits and more 
harmonized discounts and rebate systems to stimulate tech-
nological innovation and reduce ship emissions.

Maritime transport currently serves ca. 80% of the global 
world trade volume, however, it also significantly impacts the 

shape of the environment, climate and human well-being. 
Greenhouse gas emissions from shipping bring ca. 2.6% of 
total global emissions, but this number might be tripled until 
2050. European Commission (EC) stated that the main exter-
nal costs of transport are linked to greenhouse gas emissions, 
pollution, congestion, capacity bottlenecks, accidents, spills 
and noise. It has been also noted that maritime transport sho-
uld benefit from proper environmental fees and taxation. [1] 
Ports should play a crucial role in facilitating the reduction of 
shipping emissions, alongside the cruise operators themse-
lves. The environmental performance of shipping needs to be 
stimulated by system of incentives and closer collaboration of 
port authorities with bottom-up indexing organizations, e.g., 
the Environmental Ship Index, Clean Baltic Sea Shipping, Envi-
ronmental Port Index, or Blue Angelto name a few.  

Green port fees and incentives are a market-based tools ad-
dressing the environmental impact of the shipping industry. 
They can be described as differentiated port fees, dues, or 
incentives addressing ship emissions (e.g., NOX, SOX, CO2), 
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pollutants, waste collection, or “green” performance features 
of the ship calling the port, e.g., alternative fuels like LNG, or 
use of the OPS (onshore power supply). Other green solutions, 
such as incentives to reduce speed, green procurement etc. 
are not that common. This steering tool can be designed to 
address such negative environmental impact as air pollution, 
greenhouse gases, emissions to water, noise and other susta-
inability issues. 

Due to its specific nature, the cruise industry requires more 
customized solutions in terms of environmentally-based 
port dues and incentives. Cruise ports needs to develop more 
wider-scale incentives to meet shipping emission standards 
and attract cruise operators with clear financial benefits for 
using greener technology and meeting low emission stan-
dards. Those solutions should be popularized within all par-
ties, with larger and more harmonized discounts and rebate 
systems to stimulate both technological innovation and re-
duce ship emissions. 

Until recently, there were practically no studies on the im-
pact of port-based incentives, moreover, the impact of those 
incentives has been considered to be rather marginal. Howe-
ver, recently green port dues and incentives have become the 
subject of two in-depth analyses. In 2017, a detailed paper by 
COGEA called the „Study on differentiated port infrastructure 
charges to promote environmentally friendly maritime trans-
port activities and sustainable transportation“ ordered by the 
European Commission was completed.[2] The Study presents 
such elements as qualitative and quantitative costs and be-
nefits for reducing shipping emissions and waste, a list of 
inventory of practices of environmental charging in EU ports 
and environmental and economic assessment of the imple-
mentation of environmental charging schemes. In April 2018, 
The International Transport Forum at the OECD presented a 
Case-Specific Policy Analysis „Reducing Shipping Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions Lessons from Port-Based Incentives “. [3] Beside 
focusing on greenhouse gas emissions, the document gives 
list of valuable best practices and recommendations on new 
potential green port incentives.

Ports apply various charging schemes of discounts and rebates 
according to the type or size of the ship and its environmental-
ly friendly technical performance. Green port fees and incen-
tives are already implemented in several Baltic ports (Sweden 
was a frontrunner in this field with green port dues introduced 
in the Port of Stockholm in 1991) aiming at reducing different 
types of negative environmental impacts from shipping. Swe-
den was also the first EU Member State to introduce differen-
tiated port and fairway dues and this scheme was later used 
in the 2010s by US ports and then by ports of Rotterdam, An-
twerp and Hamburg. Environmentally differentiated port fees 
are applied in ca. 20% ports worldwide. According to the ITF, 
28 of the world’s top 100 ports, in terms of total cargo volume 
handled (in tons) and container volumes handled (in standard 
containers, or TEU), apply financial incentives to decarbonize 
maritime transport and some of the smaller ports also deploy 
such instruments (see table 1). 

The environmental importance of green port fees is often 
identified and communicated by port authorities in their port 
policies and mission/vision statements. The use of incentives 
positively contributes to a sustainable port image, both a from 
marketing and commercial point of view, it also benefits the 
environmentally friendly status of the port city and region. 
Environmental charging increases the awareness of port sta-
keholders leading to higher port competitiveness and reve-
nue-generating potential.

Nowadays, the green incentive system is more common and 
treated as part of a port’s environmental policy. Port-based 
incentives leave possibilities to reward ship operators for their 
environmental features and at the end, to shape the environ-
ment. Those incentives are linked directly to green ship inde-
xes used by ports. These voluntary ship rating systems used as 
a basis for those discounts include, among others, the Environ-
mental Ship Index (ESI), Clean Shipping Index (CSI), Blue An-
gel, Green Award and Right Ship. The incentive schemes are in 
general well-established on a port level, but also harmonized 
pan-Baltic port fee systems, or worldwide systems need to be 
discussed with advantages both for shipowners and ports. 

Tab. I.  The world’s largest 100 ports using environmental port fees.

EuropE AsIA AmErIcAs AfrIcA

Rotterdam (Netherlands) Singapore Los Angeles (US) Durban (South Africa)

Antwerp (Belgium) Shenzhen (China) Long Beach (US) Richard’s Bay (South Africa)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) Hong Kong (China) New York/New Jersey (US)

Hamburg (Germany) Busan (South Korea) Vancouver (Canada)

Bremerhaven (Germany) Ulsan (South Korea) Montreal (Canada)

Le Havre (France) Tokyo (Japan) Buenos Aires (Argentina)

Zeebrugge (Belgium) Yokohama (Japan) 

Sines (Portugal) Nagoya (Japan) 

Valencia (Spain) Kitakyushu (Japan) 

London (UK) Ashdod (Israel)

Bergen (Norway)

Source: Own elaboration based on ITF data
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DIFFERENTIATED CHARGES USED IN THE 
SELECTED PORTS INCL. THE BALTIC SEA 
REGION 

The main aim of environmentally differentiated port fees is to 
charge lower fees for the less polluting ships which means that 
the most “green” and clean vessels get either fixed, or a propor-
tional deduction on the regular port fee is done.  Regular port 
fees are listed in port tariffs and concern vessels and cargo in-
cluding all typical port operations such as pilotage, berthing, 
towage, equipment hire, cargo handling, fuel etc. Discounts 
and rebates – the main element of differentiated charges/in-
centives – are applied to regular tariffs based on the previously 
presented green indexing systems and certificates (ESI, CSI, 
Blue Angel etc.). A discount guarantees monetary deduction 
at once, while a rebate usually means later deduction, e.g., 
at the end of the year when the agreed number of calls takes 
place. The majority of ports apply green discounts and rebates 
that range from 0.5% to 20% of the port fees. The maximum 
rebates fall between 3% up to 80% (Port of Hamburg). Rebates 
are usually applied on fees proportionally to the vessel size, or 
in some cases are based on the type of vessel (e.g., Swedish Fa-
irway dues). A fixed discounting system is being notably used 
by the Port of Los Angeles. In some cases, differentiated char-

ges are applied to the basic harbor dues when vessels present 
high environmental performance.

Green port fees based on green ship indexes which look at 
energy efficient ship design are used most frequently. Howe-
ver, some ports and regions are implementing new environ-
mentally friendly solutions which might become important 
incentives for the green cruise industry. 

LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK OF GREEN 
PORT DUES AND INCENTIVES

Both international and EU organizations are taking significant 
efforts to reduce the negative environmental impact of ship-
ping. In 1973 the International Maritime Organization (IMO) 
introduced the International Convention for the Prevention 
of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) which later was amended 
to address not just pollution from oil, but also chemicals, wa-
ste, and also air pollution and ship emissions under Annex VI 
adopted in 1997. Further developments established Sulphur 
Emissions Control Areas (SECAs) and Nitrogen Oxide Emission 
Control Areas (NECAs) in several areas of the world including 
the Baltic and the North Sea (SECA in 2005 and 2006, and 
NECA from 2021). 

Tab. II.  Rebates on green port fees in selected ports.

porT BAsIs for rEBATE LIsT of rEBATEs

Antwerp (Belgium) ESI 
LNG/scrubbers

10%
10%

Rotterdam (Netherlands) ESI, Green Award  
LNG, large catalysts

10%
10%

Le Havre (France) ESI 10%

Hamburg (Germany) ESI 
Green Award 
Blue Angel 
LNG 
Port power discount (if port power is used)  
Surcharges and reductions based on the IAPP level

up to 10%
up to 3%
up to 2%
up to 15%
up to 80%
(+15% / - 30%).

Klaipeda (Lithuania) Green Award 20%

Oslo (Norway) ESI 50%

Kiel (Germany) ESI 10%

Ghent (Belgium) ESI, Green Award 15%

Gothenburg (Sweden) ESI, CSI 
LNG

10%
20%

Riga (Latvia) Green Award (tankers only) 10%

Long Beach (US) IMO Tier III Engines 
VSR

USD 6 000/call
25%

New York-New Jersey (US) ESI, VSR USD 2 500/call

Panama ESI, EEDI, NOx, LNG 20%

Buenos Aires (Argentina) ESI, Green Award 10%

Busan (South Korea) ESI 15%

Tokyo (Japan) ESI 50%

Yokohama (Japan) ESI, Green Award 15%

Singapore EEDI, scrubbers 50%

Source: Own elaboration based on ITF data
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In October 2016, the IMO Marine Environment Protection 
Committee (MEPC) formally adopted a mandatory data col-
lection system for fuel consumption of ships. In April 2018, 
after several years of negotiations, the IMO has reached an 
agreement regarding an “initial strategy” for the reduction 
of CO2 emissions from shipping. The MEPC announced that 
states have set target to cut the shipping sector’s overall CO2 
output by 50%by 2050, to begin emission reductions as soon 
as possible, and to pursue efforts to phase out carbon emis-
sions entirely. The agreement is in line with the Paris Climate 
Agreement’s temperature goal, which seeks to limit global 
warming to “well below” two degrees Celsius. The 50-percent 
CO2 reduction goal is also in line with the proposal endorsed 
by the International Chamber of Shipping. In addition to the 
percentage target, the initial strategy also includes streng-
thening. The Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) efficiency 
requirements for new ships and reducing shipping’s carbon in-
tensity and emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) from ships.
[4] Another key IMO declaration from 2016, specifically ad-
dressing cruise shipping, states that in 2019 all new ships ente-
ring the Baltic must take their waste water away with them, or 
pump it on land to be treated. In 2021 this wastewater ban will 
be extended to include older ships as well. This decision was 
welcomed by the Port of Helsinki announcing special disco-
unts to encourage visiting cruise ships to stop dumping at sea 
before the regulation enters to force.  The port itself is working 
with growing GHG emissions. The International Association of 
Ports and Harbors (IAPH)’s Port Environment Committee es-
tablished the World Ports Climate Initiative aiming to combat 

threats of  global climate change, one of the declaration po-
ints referred to the establishment and supporting of the Envi-
ronmental Ship Indexing. Moreover, The European Sea Ports 
Organization (ESPO) and its EcoPorts network introduced the 
only port sector specific environmental management stan-
dard: Port Environmental Review System (PERS) which takes 
into the account both environmental management standards 
(e.g., ISO 14001) and specificities of ports. [5]

On the European Union level, effective transport pricing has 
been included in a number of key policy documents including 
EC’s White Paper on Transport and Green Paper on Sea Ports 
and Maritime Infrastructure. [6] In 2013, the Commission’s 
communication on ports policy (COM (2013) 295) stressed the 
need to raise the environmental profile of European ports as a 
priority of the EU Transport Policy in the coming years by “con-
sidering whether to reward operators who anticipate or exce-
ed the application of mandatory environmental standards 
and promote the use of door-to-door low carbon and energy 
efficient logistics chains”. [2] The Water Framework Directive 
(Directive 2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council establishes a framework for the Community’s action 
in the field of water policy) followed by the Marine Strategy 
Framework Directive (Directive 2008/56/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council establishing a framework for  
the Community’s action  in  the field  of the marine environ-
mental policy) have been introduced to protect the marine 
environment in the most effective way, to establish a good 
environmental status in the marine regions and  subregions 

Tab. III.  Overview of most common green shipping indexes.

IndEx shIps covErEd numBEr of porTs usIng IT

Environmental Ship Index (ESI) 5 500 47

Green Award 835 33

Clean Shipping Index (CSI) 2 300 5

RightShip 76 000 2

Source: ITF

Tab. Iv.  Overview of most common green shipping indexes.

counTry And porT chArgE ITEm grEEn IncEnTIvE schEmE shIp rATIng sysTEm

LV Free Port of Riga Port Fee Discount Green Award

LT Port if Klaipeda Sanitary dues Discount Green Award

BE Port of Antwerp Port dues Discount IMO, Engine Standard

BE Port of Zeebrugge Tonnage dues Discount ESI

NL Port of Rotterdam Port fees Discount ESI, Green Award

NL Port of Amsterdam Port fees Discount ESI, Green Award

SE Port of Gothenburg Port dues Discount, Additional Levy ESI, LNG Fuel, Vessel`s structure (double bottom and 
double sides)

SE Port of Stockholm Port fee Discount, Reward LNG-powered Vessel, Nitric Oxide Certificate issued by 
Swedish Maritime Administration, Shore Power connection

DE Port of Kiel Port charge Discount ESI 

DE Port of Rostock Port dues Discount ESI, Marine diesel with a sulphur content of ≤ 0.1% LNG or 
a technology leading to equivalent emission levels, Shore 
Power connection

Source: ITF
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and combat pollution resulting from  human activities, and 
shipping-related substances and energy. The other crucial le-
gislations which shape the environmental protection status 
are the “Sulphur” Directive and the Environmental Impact As-
sessment (EIA) Directive.

The following Regulation of the European Parliament and of 
the Council establishing a framework on market access to port 
services and financial transparency of ports (Regulation (EU) 
2017/352) has stated that “The Commission, in cooperation 
with Member States, should elaborate guidance on common 
classification criteria for vessels for the purpose of voluntary 
environmental charging (…)” and that “(…) port infrastructure 
charges may vary in accordance with the port’s economic stra-
tegy and the port’s spatial planning policy, related inter alia to 
certain categories of users, or in order to promote a more effi-
cient use of the port infrastructure, short sea shipping or a high 
environmental performance, energy efficiency or carbon effi-
ciency of transport operations (Art. 13.4).” [2] The Port Recep-
tion Facilities Directive (Directive 2000/59/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council on port reception facilities for 
ship generated waste and cargo residues aims to prevent and 
reduce the discharges of both waste and cargo residues. The 
cost of recovery systems for using port reception facilities shall 
provide no incentive for ships to discharge their waste into the 
sea (Directive 2000/59/EC). 

KEY GREEN VOLUNTARY SYSTEMS 
IN EUROPE

Most of the green port fees are based on one or more indexes 
expressing a vessel’s environmental performance. Scores ga-
ined within these indexes are used to justify the amount of the 
reduction of regular port fees. Currently, there are a few main 
indexes in wide use: the Environmental Ship Index (ESI), Blue 
Angel (BA), the Green Award (GA) which in fact still does not 
correspond to cruisers, the Clean Shipping Index (CSI) and the 
greenhouse gases Emissions Rating of RightShip.

COGEA’s Study identified 30 ports applying at least one envi-
ronmental charging scheme in the EU with 11 in the Hamburg-
-Le Havre port range and 7 located in the Baltic Sea and 1 in 
the North Sea. In 25 cases, discounts and rebates on port dues 
ranging from 0.5% to 20% to vessels have been certified under 
the Environmental Ship Index (13), Green Award (10), the Clean 

Shipping Index (1), and Blue Angel (1). [2] These voluntary sys-
tems have a different focus, areas, different scoring methods 
and intended users  (table 4).  The most commonly used is the 
Environmental Shipping Index – a voluntary system designed 
to improve the environmental performance of seagoing ves-
sels, developed by the World Ports Climate Initiative (WPCI) 
and the International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH) 
and based on MARPOL Annex VI indicators.  The Green Award 
is a system typical for German ports while the Clean Shipping 
Index operates commercially mostly in Scandinavia. 

Environmental ship Index (EsI) [7]
♦♦ focused on minimizing ships’ air emissions (SOx, NOx and 

in the long term, CO2), not relevant for waste
♦♦ the index calculation methodology is based on MARPOL 

Annex VI Indicators and tools
♦♦ the ESI formula is built up of different parts for NOx, SOx 

and CO2; additionally, a bonus is awarded for the presen-
ce of an Onshore Power Supply installation (OPS). The ESI 
Score ranges from 0 for a ship that meets the environmen-
tal performance regulations in force to 100 for a ship that 
emits no SOX and no NOX  

♦♦ the minimum score to be granted a discount is 20 points 
(except 1 port that grants discount with a score of less than 20)

♦♦ twelve ports (out of 25) grant discounts from a minimum 
ESI score of 20 points or more, 2 ports (out of 25) grant di-
scounts from a minimum ESI score of 25 points or more 

♦♦  nine ports (out of 25) grant discounts from a minimum 
ESI score of 30 points or more 

♦♦ only 1 port provides discounts from a minimum ESI score 
of 50 points or more

♦♦ the average percentage of discounts of all ESI is 20% of 
port fees

♦♦ the average percentage of discounts of 20 points in the 
ESI score is: 20 points = 10% of port fees, 30 points = 14 %, 
40–50 points = 34% of port fees

♦♦ participating: several cruise operators and global ports in 
Europe, e.g., Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Hamburg, Rostock, 
Göteborg, Bergen, Helsinki, Oslo. 

The green Award (gA) [8]
♦♦ the Green Award Requirements address issues related to 

quality, safety, environmental and technical areas related 
to the ship and the ship manager’s office. Important re-
mark: the index does not cover the cruise industry,

Tab. v.  The main green ship indexes and their criteria.

IndEx mAIn crITErIA mAIn TArgET group scorEs dETErmInEd By

Environmental Ship Index NOx, SOx, CO2, shore power Ports Self-assessment of ship-owners, audits 
commissioned by ports

Green Award (not for cruisers) Safety, service quality and 
environmental performance

Ports, banks, maritime service providers Audits and verification by Bureau 
Green Award

Clean Shipping Index NOx, SOx, PM, CO2, chemicals, 
water and waste.

Shipping companies, shippers, ports and 
authorities

Submission by carriers, verification 
done by audit companies

GHG Emissions Rating Ship energy efficiency Charterers, shippers, banks, ports, 
terminals

RightShip based on a variety of sources

Source: ITF
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♦♦ examples of requirements related to the environment: 
Exhaust emissions, water ballast, anti-fouling, ship bre-
aking, navigation in “sensitive areas”, waste management.

The clean shipping Index (csI) [9]
♦♦ independent, B2B and holistic labeling system of vessels’ 

environmental performance
♦♦ practical, dynamic tool for differentiating port and fairway 

fees or choosing more sustainable shipping alternatives;
♦♦ focused on minimizing ship emissions (SOx, NOx, CO2), 

chemicals, waste and water (including discharges, sewa-
ge, ballast water), particulate matter (PM); 

♦♦ each area of emission has a maximum score of 30 points;
♦♦ port fees reduced by: Brofjorden, PetroPort, Port of Gothen-

burg, Port of Vancouver, Port of Prince Rupert, Port of Gävle.

THE EXISTING AND PROPOSED GREEN 
INCENTIVES INCL. BEST GLOBAL 
PRACTICES 
Following the available COGEA and ITF studies and discus-
sions with stakeholders, we were able to name yjr following 
solutions:

♦♦ Vessel speed reduction – a slower speed might lead to a 
drop in global GHG emissions from shipping. US ports, 
notably Los Angeles and Long Beach, have adapted the 
Vessel Speed Reduction Program with discounted port 
dues granted to ships which shown at least 90% com-
pliance during the period of one year. The port of New 
York-New Jersey is treating lower vessel speed as an addi-
tional ESI score element.

♦♦ Carbon-pricing schemes – Shanghai acts as a model so-
lution for this possible incentive, in this case ports and 

domestic shipping are included in the carbon-pricing 
system, meaning that the port gets assigned a certain 
amounts of GHG emission rights which cannot not be 
exceeded, unless the Shanghai International Port Group 
buys additional rights from companies that manage to 
reduce their GHG emissions. Also, the Norwegian NOx 
Fund can be treated as such an incentive. In this scheme, 
all ships operating in Norway pay a fee which goes into 
the NOx Fund. Shipping companies can apply for a subsi-
dy from the same fund to get innovative shipping projects 
funded, which would help to reduce NOx emissions from 
their ships. These experiences gave the inspiration for the 
proposal for a European Maritime Climate Fund made by 
the European Parliament and further discussed between 
European Parliament, Council and Commission in 2017. 

♦♦ Use of alternative fuel and energy – As of 1 January 2015, 
sulphur content allowed in Sulphur Emission Control Are-
as (SECA) decreased from 0.1% m/m. Vessels sailing wi-
thin SECAs are obliged to either use distillate fuel such as 
marine gas oil (MGO), which is poorer in sulphur content 
and more expensive than regular heavy fuel oil (HFO). 
Here, the most environmentally friendly alternative is to 
install a liquefied natural gas (LNG) solution. Some ports 
such as Singapore, Hamburg, Antwerp, Rotterdam, Bre-
merhaven, Gothenburg and the Panama Canal Authority 
already provide port fee rebates for LNG-powered vessels. 
This financial incentive supports other port efforts to sti-
mulate the development of LNG bunkering facilities.

♦♦ Installation of scrubbers – scrubbers, ship exhaust gas-
-cleaning devices are also being considered as environ-
mentally friendly, pro-SECA solution.

♦♦ Waste – ports as Klaipeda, Tallin and Kotka already apply 
discounts related to waste management, which is parti-

fig 1.  Environmental Shipping Index benefits. 
Source: ESI
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cularly important for the cruise industry which generates 
large amounts of waste on board. 

♦♦ Use of on-shore power supply (OPS) facilities – such ports 
as Vancouver (discount on port fees) and Stockholm (sub-
sidy form) are already providing financial incentives for 
ships using OPS. This incentive could also be offered in 
form of a discounted electricity price or via tax exemp-
tions already used in Sweden. A COGEA study includes 
a detailed analysis of OPS costs vs. savings calculating 
30–50% rebates as investment payback. Under certain 
circumstances, green incentives may shorten the OPS and 
LNG installation payback period of investment by one or 
more years.

♦♦ Noise – the issue of noise has been raised during several 
discussions with the project stakeholders; its minimali-
zation should be also considered in the context of green 
incentives.

♦♦ Green berth allocation – a solution related to reduction 
of the waiting time and turnaround time in ports which 
might also follow green criteria. This system is used only 
at the Panama Canal where the Environmental Premium 
Ranking has been introduced in 2017. The environmental 
ranking allows greener ships to gain extra points in the 
booking system, which means a priority in slot allocation.

♦♦ Green procurement – The current green ship indexes co-
uld be used as preconditions for bids respecting the natu-
ral environment. This solution practically does not exist in 
maritime services, with the exception of Spain.

CONCLUSIONS

Information on the impact of port-based incentives on the 
environment is still rather limited and at the moment, they 
are often self-regulated at the level of port authorities. Green 
incentives can be fully effective only when they persuade ship-
ping lines to change their behavior and reduce ship emissions. 
Development of new services based on green incentives impo-
ses shipping operators and port management bodies to be at 
the frontier of environmental pro-activeness. 

Many green measures do focus on ship design and operations, 
however. port authorities should also play an important role in 
facilitating the reduction of shipping emissions When proper-
ly implemented, a green policy can lead to economic savings. 
Green fees also directly benefit port authorities by increasing 
ports’ competitiveness and economical results plus impro-
ving their public image and state of human well-being in the 
surrounding areas (by minimizing the negative impact of air 
emissions, waste and noise). Green fees require collaboration, 
a global, harmonized system and thinking in the long-term 
perspective, at the same time more local initiatives are also 
needed. Fair and efficient transport pricing is already present 
in a number of policy documents issued by the European Com-
mission. Environmental charging is an important direction to-

wards this policy. Green port fees would also prove to be more 
effective when more ports and vessels are covered by those fe-
atures. The effects of the implementation of green incentives 
should be constantly monitored, reported and verified taking 
into the account “polluters pay” rule. When all ports in the EU 
apply their own environmental charging scheme, an average 
30% discount on port dues for “green ships” could result in 
financial incentives for the shipping sector up of to 1.4 billion 
euro over a 5-year period (COGEA, 2017). COGEA’s projections 
are based on the assumption that 30% of calls in EU ports are 
eligible for a discount. Port-based incentives should also  focus 
on reducing shipping’s GHF emissions. A considerable share 
of world ports (28 of the 100 largest global ports) apply reduc-
tions of port fees for ships with better environmental perfor-
mance.  The future uptake of electric ships could benefit from 
reductions on port fees, particularly if applied in many ports 
and if the reduction is substantial. Governments can also sti-
mulate the private financial sector to provide green ship finan-
cial instruments. [10] Such solutions as OPS and LNG require 
significant investments from both the port authorities and 
ship owners, in this case green incentives might reduce the 
payback period of those investments.  

General cargo shipping and the cruise sector should not be tre-
ated equally – more customized solutions and special green 
discounts for cruisers are needed. The cruise sector has slightly 
different needs from other shipping areas. It would benefit from 
a more consistent approach to environmental charging to obta-
in reductions on port dues, or waste collection fees in all ports of 
call based on a set of similar rules. This would allow to cumula-
te rebates, while at the same time reducing the administrative 
and technical costs of becoming compliant with the scheme 
(COGEA, 2017 Annex VI Environmental charging and the cruise 
industry). At this moment, different ports are applying different 
discounts for using varying green indexes (ESI, CSI etc.). 

As far as the cruise industry is concerned, green incentives also 
play an important marketing role – cruise operators choose port 
destinations as per their touristic attractiveness, not just for the 
sake of environmental policy. COGEA’s cruise scenario confirms 
that from the point of cruise lines’ view, acquiring a certification 
from an environmental initiative would carry positive implica-
tions in terms of the marketing image and could also be seen as 
one of the steps to reduce the industry’s overall environmental 
footprint; an effort whose costs would be partly compensated 
by the incentives from reduced port dues. From the point of 
view of cruise port cities, environmental charging would not be 
a determinant factor in competition between destinations, yet 
harboring cleaner ships would inevitably improve the air quality 
and contribute to better waste management at little to no cost. 
A more unified, consistent take on cruise ships’ green incentives 
would be the perfect solution for all parties – ship operators, 
port authorities, passengers and port cities, as they could all 
benefit from more green solutions resulting in cleaner air, new 
technologies and improved waste management.
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